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FREEWAY SIGNING APPLICATIONS

5.4.1

General

1

(f) local authority name in urban areas in which the exit is
located (reassurance);

This section of the chapter deals primarily with the various
aspects of the application of guidance signs on freeways.
These are:

(g) distance to exits (exit information);
(h) control destinations on the freeway route beyond the
interchange (reassurance);

(a) required information display for access interchanges - see
Subsection 5.4.2;
(b) required information display for systems interchanges - see
Subsection 5.4.3;
(c) basic
requirements
for
freeway
sequences - see Subsection 5.4.4;

direction

sign

(d) details of freeway direction sign sequences - see
Subsection 5.4.5;

(i) tourist or service facilities served by the exits which conform
to the policy for such signing.

5.4.3 Required Information Display for Systems
Interchanges
1

At systems (or freeway-to-freeway) interchanges the minimum
primary information to be displayed shall relate to route
identification in the form of route numbers. Secondary
information, or destination names, should be limited to control
and/or familiar destinations. Details of the selection of these
types of destinations are given in Volume 1, Chapter 8, but
unlike at access interchanges, their principle function must be
to orientate drivers. In the event of a systems interchange
resulting in a split in a route to two significantly different
directions the use of cardinal directions is recommended to
improve the ability of the signs to give the necessary
orientation.

2

In addition the use of a major transport terminal such as an
airport or harbour may provide valuable orientation information
for visitors to an area.

3

The following items of information may be displayed on the
sequence of signs provided at systems interchanges:

(e) signing at directional interchange ramp merges - see
Subsection 5.4.6;
(f) crossing road name signing at non-access crossroads - see
Subsection 5.4.7.
Refer also to Volume 1, Chapter 4, Section 4.9.
2

Emergency vehicle cross-over control is also covered.

5.4.2
1

2

3

Required Information Display for Access
Interchanges

The minimum primary information to be displayed on freeway
direction signs at access interchanges should enable rapid
identification of the exit and of the intersecting cross route, and
the distance to the exit(s) serving the interchange. This
information shall conform to what drivers may expect to see on
the signs, having studied a map of the area, and consists of the
interchange (exit) number and the number of the intersecting
route.
Secondary information relates to the place names associated
with the exit(s). This information is secondary in the sense that
most intersecting cross routes provide access to many towns or
cities. The process described in Volume 1, Chapter 8 will
produce the best possible selection of destination names for
rural access interchanges. In urban areas this task is more
complex. In order to correlate most effectively with maps, the
display of an orientating street name, normally associated with
a route number, is recommended on urban freeway signs.
Orientation is given by the off-ramp terminal direction sign GA6
once exit from the freeway has been accomplished. It is
considered that a driver can effectively make a decision to exit
the freeway on the basis of knowledge of the interchange (exit)
number and/or the crossing route number and street name.

(a) interchange (exit) numbers (exit information);
(b) route numbers (exit and straight-on information);
(c) cardinal directions (orientational information);
(d) control or familiar destinations (orientational information);
(e) major transport terminal names (orientational information);
(f) upward-type arrows showing exit lane configuration (safety
information);
(g) distance to exits (exit information);
(h) special signing for situations such as lane drops in the
vicinity of an interchange (safety information);
(i) control destinations on the exit routes beyond the
interchange (reassurance).

The following items of information may be displayed on the
sequence of signs provided at access interchanges:
(a) interchange (exit) number (exit information);
(b) freeway route number (straight on information);
(c) cross route identification by route number (exit information);
(d) cross street name in urban areas (exit information);
(e) names of destinations which can be reached from the exits
(orientational information);
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5.4.2
5.4.4 Basic Requirements for Freeway Direction
Sign Sequences
1

2

(f) EXIT DIRECTION sign GC4U displayed with C-D road
THROUGH DIRECTION sign GC6U;

There are many possible variations of signing sequence on the
approach to a freeway interchange. In particular the
approaches to systems interchanges vary significantly in their
geometry and the signing sequences have to adapt to these
variations. In essence a driver needs to be given adequate
warning of the approach of an interchange by means of one or
more advance exit type signs and then the exit itself must be
clearly demarcated.

(g) CHEVRON HAZARD MARKER signs W405/W406;
(h) C-D EXIT/THROUGH DIRECTION sign GC7U (or
ground-mounted
C-D
ADVANCE
STACK-TYPE
DIRECTION sign GA9);
(i) EXIT DIRECTION sign GC4U optionally displayed with C-D
THROUGH DIRECTION sign GC6U (or ground-mounted
STACK-TYPE DIRECTION sign GC10).

Figure 5.10 illustrates the basic sequence of rural and urban
ground-mounted signs for an approach to an access
interchange. The minimum sign sequence for a Class A1
freeway shall comprise:

Alternative signs may be required depending on whether the
subsequent on-ramp is a loop ramp or a fully directional ramp
(see Details 5.12.1 and 5.12.2). This aspect is dealt with in
further detail in Section 5.4.5.

(a) ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GA2;
(b) EXIT DIRECTION sign GA3;

6

It is a relatively common feature of interchanges which warrant
the use of overhead signs that they include one or more exit
lanes which are exclusive or "dedicated" exit lanes. This type of
sequence may be equally appropriate at an access or a
systems interchange. It is important that drivers NOT wishing to
exit at this point shall be made aware that the lane does not
continue beyond the exit, so that they may move out of the lane
as early as possible. The upward pointing arrow system
provides for this in the layout of various cluster-type arrows.
This aspect is dealt with in more detail in Section 5.4.5.

7

The sign sequence principles for the conditions described in
paragraphs 5.4.4.3 and 5.4.4.4 and illustrated in Figure 5.11
and Figure 5.12 differ significantly. Standard design procedure
for access interchanges provides for at-grade junctions
between the off-ramp and the intersecting cross road. The exit
condition from the freeway is thus relatively conventional
although this can be complicated by the provision of two or
more lanes on the off-ramp. This latter situation may warrant
special signing treatment. The exit from a freeway at a systems
interchange is more complex because the left and right turn
movements are catered for in a free-flowing manner. This will
normally result in secondary exits on the collector-distributor
(C-D) road where the left and right turn movements separate.
Since systems interchanges are normally subject to heavy
traffic flows, particularly on turning movements, drivers seeking
left turn movements and those seeking right turn movements
need a very clear indication of their correct position on the
roadway. To cater for this an exit direction sign is not provided
at the exit point from the freeway. Instead an advance direction
sign is provided at this exit, which indicates the left-right
destinations for the next exit split. This sign is called an
ADVANCE OFF-RAMP DIRECTION sign GC5U and it is
recommended that the arrow cluster be rotated to the left
through 15o to 30o to conform with the normal arrow display
practice on advance exit and EXIT DIRECTION signs of
sloping the arrow at approximately 45o. At the secondary exit a
conventional exit direction sign GC4U is used. The principle of
displaying an advance sign for an on-ramp may also be used,
particularly if a collector-distributor road is provided and the
crossing freeway is carried over the C-D road creating

(c) GORE EXIT sign GA4.
Other additional signs on the approach to the interchange, at
the off-ramp and beyond the interchange are also shown. Refer
to Volume 1, Chapter 4 and to the subsections on the individual
signs for an indication of when their use is recommended.
3

Figure 5.11, Detail 5.11.1, illustrates the basic sequence of
urban overhead signs for an approach to an access
interchange using downward-pointing arrows. The minimum
sign sequence shall comprise:
(a) ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GC2D;
(b) SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT DIRECTION sign GC2D plus
THROUGH (or STRAIGHT-ON) DIRECTION sign GC3D;
(c) EXIT DIRECTION sign GC4D;
(d) GORE EXIT sign GA4.

4

Figure 5.11, Detail 5.11.2, illustrates the basic sequence of
urban overhead signs for an approach to an access
interchange using upward-pointing arrows. The minimum sign
sequence shall comprise:
(a) ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GC2U;
(b) SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT/THROUGH direction sign GC3U;
(c) EXIT DIRECTION sign GC4U;
(d) GORE EXIT sign GA4.

5

Figure 5.12 illustrates two typical sequences of urban overhead
signs for an approach to systems interchanges using
upward-pointing arrows. The sign sequence for such an
approach is very much affected by the exit/off-ramp
configuration which can vary widely. This aspect is dealt with in
Section 5.4.5. A typical sign sequence will comprise:
(a) PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GC1;
(b) ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GC2U;
(c) SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT/THROUGH DIRECTION sign
GC3U;
(d) ADVANCE OFF-RAMP DIRECTION sign GC5U;
(e) GORE EXIT sign GA4;

(Continued on page 5.4.4)
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Fig 5.10
Typical Freeway Direction Signing
Sequence – Access Interchange –
Ground Mounted Signs
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(Continued from page 5.4.2)
poor sight distance conditions to the junction of the C-D road and
the 360o on-ramp loop. Figure 5.10 illustrates a typical
arrangement of off-ramp stack-type direction signs at an access
interchange which are appropriate irrespective of the form of the
preceding signs in the freeway exit sequence. The minimum
requirements shall comprise an OFF-RAMP TERMINAL
DIRECTION sign GA6. If the off-ramp develops into two or more
lanes an ADVANCE OFF-RAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION sign
GA5, or even an overhead sign, may be warranted to ensure that
drivers select the correct lane for the junction ahead.
8

9

(b) STACK-TYPE NEAR-SIDE ON-RAMP DIRECTION sign
GB2;
(c) STACK-TYPE
FAR-SIDE
DIRECTION sign GB3;

10 On narrow interchanges sign GB3 may be omitted, although it is
recommended that sign GB3 should be provided whenever
practical. If sign GB3 is not provided it is recommended that the
letter size specified for sign GB4 be increased by one or two
standard size increments to increase the legibility distance to the
sign.
11 In urban environments space limitations may require that
standard crossroad signs be replaced by variations of
MAP-TYPE ADVANCE DIRECTION sign GD7, displaying route
numbers and cardinal directions only. This sign can be vertically
formatted to save lateral space (see Chapter 9).

Figure 5.13 illustrates the basic sequence of rural and urban
ground-mounted signs on the cross road approaches to an
access interchange. For various types of access interchange
configuration the minimum sign sequence on each approach
shall comprise:

12 Table 5.7 gives guidelines for the spacing of signs on freeways,
off-ramps and on crossroads. The guidelines are based on an
allowance for clear sight distance before reading a sign, but are
primarily provided to assist in the location of additional signs in
existing sequences rather than for initial design

(a) STACK-TYPE CROSS-ROAD ADVANCE DIRECTION sign
GB1;

Operating Speed
(km/h)
120

MINIMUM SPACING BETWEEN SIGNS
On-Freeway Signs
Overhead (m)
Ground-Mounted (m)
250
200

100
80
60

200
150
n/a

ADVANCE

(d) STACK-TYPE FAR-SIDE ON-RAMP DIRECTION sign GB4.

In order to preserve the standards and effectiveness of the
freeway direction signing system, the stack-type direction signs
used on the intersecting cross-roads, shall be designed
incorporating a number of exclusive features related to their
function as direction signs serving a freeway. For this reason
these freeway cross-road signs are covered in this section.

TABLE 5.7

ON-RAMP

150
100
n/a

TABLE 5.7

Off-Ramp (m)

Crossroad (m)

100

100

80
60
50

80
60
50

NOTES:
(1) Recommended longitudinal sign positions are given in
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 and repeated in Figures 5.15 and
5.21. Sign spacing can be derived from the given positions.
(2) Any additional signs should be carefully located to reduce
any risk of visual obstruction of one sign by another.
(3) The spacings given in this table are guidelines for minimum
sign spacings when additional signs are

FREEWAY SIGNING

required in existing situations. These values should not be
used for design purposes for initial installations. Sign spacings
between signs in minimum sign sequences should be
increased at the design stage as additional sign needs are
identified.
(4) Refer to Volume 1, Chapter 4 for further design criteria.
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Fig 5.11
Typical Freeway Direction Signing
Sequence – Access Interchange –
Overhead Signs
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Fig 5.12
Typical Freeway Direction Signing
Sequence – Systems Interchange –
Overhead Signs
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Fig 5.13
Typical Direction Signing for CrossRoad Approaches to Various Types
of Access Interchange
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5.4.8
5.4.5
1

SIGNING APPLICATIONS
Details of
Sequences

Freeway

Direction

Sign

The type of interchange and the freeway and interchange
geometric configuration are major factors to be considered in the
layout of the direction signs and in particular the arrow types and
sequences play a major role in providing a clear indication to the
driver of the lane and geometric configuration ahead. This
section provides more detail on this aspect.

2

All ground-mounted freeway advance exit direction signs shall be
map-type signs, whilst exit direction signs and off-ramp terminal
signs shall be stack-type signs. (The GORE EXIT sign GA4 has
an exclusive design.)

3

Overhead freeway direction signs may conform to one of two
basic signing principles as follows:
(a) the signs may, by means of downward-pointing arrows,
utilising one arrow over each appropriate lane, indicate the
lane by which drivers may proceed towards their intended
destination; OR
(b) the signs may, by means of upward-pointing arrows, either in
relation to an exit, or collectively in a cluster in relation to the
whole roadway, indicate the lane configuration of the
roadway, and which (and how many) lanes specifically may
be used to exit the freeway at the access or systems
interchange concerned.
Signs incorporating both principles should not be mixed in one
approach sequence to an interchange.

FREEWAY SIGNING

4

Notwithstanding the comments made in paragraph 5.4.5.3
regarding upward and downward arrows appearing together in
an overhead sign sequence it is acceptable to combine a
diagrammatic sign, which displays upward-pointing arrows, in
combination with overhead direction signs which display
downward-pointing arrows.

5

The various arrow configurations for the sign sequences related
to the different interchange types and the different sign mounting
are illustrated in a number of figures. In these figures the
required sequence of signs and the typical signface layout for
each sign in the sequence is indicated on a master layout, but
with the arrow type blanked out. The arrow type required on
each of the signs is cross-referenced from a table on each figure
which indicates the exact requirements for that sign. A
comprehensive master listing of all the arrow types is given in
Figure 5.14. The individual tables in the figures are
cross-referenced to Figure 5.14 arrow types.

6

Figure 5.15 illustrates the exit direction sign sequence related to
an access interchange using ground-mounted signs. Both
diamond type and parclo type interchanges are considered.

7

Figure 5.16 illustrates the signing required on the off-ramp of a
diamond interchange while Figure 5.17 indicates the signing on a
parclo B type access interchange off-ramp.

8

Figure 5.18 illustrates the exit direction sign sequence related to
an access interchange, using overhead-mounted signs with the
downward-pointing arrow system. Both diamond and parclo type
interchanges are considered.
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9

Figure 5.19 illustrates the exit direction sign sequence related to
an access interchange, using overhead-mounted signs with the
upward-pointing arrow system. Both diamond and parclo type
interchanges are considered.

10 Figure 5.20 illustrates the exit direction sign sequence related to
a cloverleaf type systems interchange, using overhead-mounted
signs with the upward-pointing arrow system.
11 Figure 5.21 illustrates the exit direction sign sequence related to
a fully directional exit ramp common at a systems interchange,
using overhead-mounted signs with the upward-pointing arrow
system.
12 Thus in order to ascertain the arrow type requirements for a
specific interchange, the following procedure should be followed
using the relevant figure:
(a) check type of interchange configuration to be signed;
(b) determine the type of signing, both physical type and arrow
type;
(c) select the figure related to these requirements;
(d) for each sign type, refer to the table incorporated in the figure
which will provide the arrow type configuration definition;
(e) cross-reference this arrow type definition to Figure 5.14
which indicates the physical detail of the arrow type
configuration and gives, in the notes, cross references to
Volume 4 for individual arrow design details.
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NOTES:
(1) In the arrow “type“ tables in the subsequent figures some minor variations of the orientation of the above arrow types may be
necessary. The following annotationa apply:
(i)

VAR = varied to represent the road configuration ahead i.e. show curvature;

(ii)

ROR = rotated to represent the off-ramp orientation more accurately.

(2) For the correct dimensional details of individual arrows and the relationship of arrows in clusters see Volume 4, Chapters 5 and 6.

Fig 5.14
MAY 2012

Fig 5.15
Typical Arrow Types for Ground
Mounted Direction Signs Access Interchange

Arrow Types and Configurations for Freeway Direction Signs
SARTSM – VOL 2
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NOTES:
(1)

The signing illustrated may follow ground-mounted or overhead signs used on a freeway.

(2)

The positioning of sign GA5 should take into account the future need to provide a TOURISM ADVANCE TURN
signGF2. Use position ALT2 if off-ramp widens into two or more lanes.

(3)

In the event of very high traffic volumes on the off-ramp, or the provision of more than two lanes, the use of
overhead signs should be considered.

(4)

Sign spacings must be adequate for all signs to be fully visible and comprehensible – see Table 5.7.

Fig 5.16
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Typical Ground Mounted Off-Ramp Direction Signs –
Diamond Interchange
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Fig 5.17
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Typical Ground Mounted Off-Ramp Direction Signs –
Parclo “B” Interchange
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NOTES:
(1) (i) 1 x downward pointing arrow above each through lane.
(ii) 1 x downward pointing arrow above each off lane
(iii) GC4D sign to be placed in advance of bridge if intersecting road
crosses over the freeway.
(2) To complete the signage sequence a GA7 (Confirmation) sign is required
750 m beyond the on-ramp merge.

Fig 5.18
Typical Arrow Types for Overhead
Direction Signs – Downward Pointing Access Interchange
FREEWAY SIGNING
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NOTES:
(1) (i) 1 x downward pointing arrow above each through lane.
(ii) 1 x downward pointing arrow above each off lane
(iii) GC4D sign to be placed in advance of bridge if intersecting road
crosses over the freeway.
(2) To complete the signage sequence a GA7 (Confirmation) sign is required
750 m beyond the on-ramp merge.

Fig 5.19
Typical Arrow Types for Overhead
Direction Signs – Upward Pointing Access Interchange - 1
MAY 2012
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Fig 5.20
Typical Arrow Types for Overhead
Direction Signs – Upward Pointing Access Interchange - 2
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Fig 5.21
Typical Arrow Types for Overhead
Direction Signs – Upward Pointing –
Directional Systems Interchange
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5.4.6 Signing Requirements at Merges Directional Systems Interchange Fully Directional Ramps
1

The merging of high speed traffic on fully directional multi-lane
ramps at system interchanges is complex and there is a high
potential for accidents. Three typical conditions are encountered:
(a) ending of a lane which is normally the outside lane used by
slower moving traffic - see the GS100 series of signs;
(b) merging of two converging lanes - see the GS400 series of
signs;
(c) the convergence of lanes but without merging - see the
GS450 series of signs.

2

Figure 5.22 illustrates typical recommended sign sequences for
all three of these conditions.
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Fig 5.22
Typical Signing Requirements at Ramp
Merges on Systems Interchange Fully
Directional Ramps
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5.4.18
5.4.7 Crossing Road Name Signing in Urban
Areas
1

In an urban area where a freeway is crossed by a road/street
which does not interchange with the freeway, it is
recommended, that in order to improve the orientation of drivers
on the freeway, the name of the crossing street should be
displayed:
(a) on the bridge where the crossing road overpasses the
freeway;
(b) on a ground-mounted sign beside the freeway where the
crossing road underpasses the freeway.
See Figure 5.23.

2

When a GL1 sign is located on an overpass structure it is
recommended that it be positioned centrally over the
carriageway.

3

The letter sizing for such GL1 signs should be determined in
accordance with provisions of Section 4.4 in Volume 1. Refer
also to Figure 4.25 in Volume 1. A style B lettering is to be used.
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Fig 5.23

Typical Street Name Location Signing for Non-Access
Cross Streets on Freeways
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SIGNING APPLICATIONS

Emergency Vehicle Signing for Median
Crossovers

1

Wide interchange spacings and/or high incident levels on
sections of freeway often require a special treatment for
accessibility by emergency vehicles. This type of treatment can
take a number of different and often unique forms which require
specific geometric and signing designs.

2

One feature which has become relatively common, however, is
the median crossover reserved for emergency vehicles. Figure
5.24 illustrates typical basic signing requirements for such a
crossover.
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Fig 5.24
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Typical Emergency Vehicle Median Crossover Signing
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6.1.1

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 6:
TOLL ROUTE SIGNING
6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1

General

1

Toll routes have unique features which place new and
additional requirements on the road traffic signs provided for
drivers. In particular the display of information relating to the
payment of toll charges, and to alternative routes, places an
additional load on drivers' attention levels.

2

The levying of tolls on national routes was provided for by the
South African National Roads Agency and National Roads Act,
Act 7 of 1998, read in conjunction with the original National
Roads Act, Act No. 54 of 1971, as amended.

3

The toll route legislation required that an alternative un-tolled
route shall be available. In addition during the preparation of
this legislation it was stated that these alternative routes would
be adequately identified by road signs.

4

The policy and principles given in this section represent basic
details which should be borne in mind in the planning phase of
a new toll route and adhered to whenever possible. These
principles are subject to further development at a detail level
with the objective of presenting the driving public with
co-ordinated and uniform signing of toll routes. The signing of
some sections of toll routes can become extremely complex as
a result of such factors as:
(a) the intersecting of two toll routes under the control of
different operators;
(b) the siting of toll plazas within interchanges (including
systems interchanges) where major, and/or complex,
changes of direction occur.

5

6

The greatest lengths of toll route can be classed as rural, but
increasing lengths are likely to occur in future in metropolitan or
urban environs. The characteristics of trips undertaken in rural
and urban systems differ in significant ways. Principal among
these differences are the level of pre-trip planning likely to be
undertaken, and the ease with which an alternative route may
be indicated on signs. Rural trips are liable to be, and certainly
should be, planned in some detail, whereas in an urban
environment a far larger percentage of trips are likely to be
unplanned. In addition, the indication of an alternative route to
the toll route presents differing signing problems in rural and
urban areas.
In rural situations, to date, an alternative route has commonly
been available more or less parallel to the tolled route and the
indication on road signs is relatively straightforward. In some
cases, however, such a route may not exist and the normal
solution to this problem involves permitting motorists to use a
section of the tolled route free of charge (gratis travel) until they
are able to re-join the alternative route, although the free
section of route is still maintained by the toll operator.

MAY 2012

7

This form of toll operation in which a certain amount of free
travel is possible is termed an "Open System" and is more
appropriate when traffic volumes do not warrant a "Closed
System". To date the system used on South African toll routes
is the "Open System". The signing of an "Open System"
presents the additional problem of having to indicate which
sections of a route operated by a toll operator (and therefore by
definition a "Toll Route") are subject to a charge and which are
not.

8

The problem of indicating alternative routes in metropolitan
areas may be significantly more difficult than in a rural situation.
In many cases more than one route may be available.
Conversely if an alternative route is not available, it may be
much more difficult to arrange a gratis section of toll route due
to interchange position or the potential loss of revenue such a
section may generate. It is therefore important that this aspect
be fully investigated at the concept planning stage of a new toll
route (see Subsection 6.3.2).

9

It may also be quite difficult to accommodate the full range of
additional signs in the often confined space available in
metropolitan road reserves.

10 Guidance signs on toll routes shall achieve the same basic
guidance requirements fulfilled by guidance signs anywhere
else in the road network. The destination information displayed
shall conform to the colour code appropriate to the class of
road on which the signs appear. Recent toll routes have
involved contiguous sections of dual carriageway (Class A1 )
freeway and single carriageway (Class A2) freeway (see
Volume 1, Chapter 1, Section 1.2). This presents a number of
difficulties in deciding on the sign background colour.
12 In addition the guidance signs shall still provide adequate
orientation and they shall conform to the basic principles of
conspicuity, legibility, conformity, accuracy, uniformity,
consistency and continuity (see Volume 1, Chapter 4, Section
4.1).
13 The limitations on information display in terms of road
geometry, letter sizes and reading time available shall also be
taken into account when designing guidance signs for toll
routes (see Volume 1, Chapter 4, Section 4.4).
14 In 1988 the Department of Transport started developing a
consistent signing policy for toll roads, based on the experience
gained during the signing design of the N17. The document
"Road Signs for Toll Roads - Towards a Signs Policy"
(hereinafter called the Toll Signs Policy document) was issued
to selected interested parties in September 1988 and with this
document a number of new signing concepts were introduced.
During 1989 these concepts were tested in actual situations on
various toll routes.
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6.1.2
1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of This Chapter

This chapter replaces the 1988 Toll Signs Policy document and
reflects the latest state of the art. Its purpose is to provide the
sign designer with a comprehensive guideline which:
(a) assesses the role of signs in the process of communicating
toll related information to the driver;
(b) assists the sign designer with the methodology for signing a
toll road so that all toll roads can be signed in a consistent
way.

6.1.3

Road Traffic Sign Colour Indication

1

The chapters of Volume 2 of the South African Road
Traffic Signs Manual (SARTSM) are not prepared in
colour. R e l e v a n t e x a m p l e s u s e d t o i l l u s t r a t e
appropriate signs, signals and markings are
shaded in a black and white coding which is
illustrated below.

2

The basic principles of the road traffic sign colour coding
system are shown, in colour, in the SADC-RTSM Volume
1, Chapter 1, Section 1.4, and in the Contents sections of
relevant Volume 1 and 4 Chapters.
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6.2.1

TERMINOLOGY
6.2

TERMINOLOGY

6.2.1

General

1

2

The terms described in this Subsection are also given in Volume
1, Chapter 10, "Glossary of Terms", along with many other more
general terms. The terms given here tend to be unique to toll
route signing principles. Refer also to Figure 6.1 where the
different elements of a toll road are indicated in a practical
situation.
The following terms are used in subsequent Sections:
"Alternative Route - shall serve the same destinations as the toll
route and shall be accessible to road users; it shall commence at
or near the beginning and terminate at or near the end of the toll
route";
"Freeway - is a normal un-tolled Class A road";

"Ramp Plaza - is a plaza located only on the off-ramp and/or
on-ramp at an interchange and at which toll is paid by drivers
leaving or entering the toll route, in one of a number of different
ways";
"Long Distance Traveller - is one travelling between national
orientation points, or provincial orientation points if there are no
suitable national orientation points;<+>the long distance
traveller's journey would normally be longer than 100 km";
"Automatic Toll - the toll charge is collected by an automatic
device which does not give change, therefore the correct change
shall be tendered; Automatic Toll can be collected in a number of
ways:

"Throughway - is a freeway or a toll road";

(i) by coin only;

"Point of Entry (POE) - is the point where the driver enters a toll
road and may be at one of the following localities:

(ii) by credit card or debit card;

(a) at the continuation of an un-tolled road;
(b) at an intersection, access interchange or systems
interchange and will involve a positive change of direction;
entering a toll road via an access interchange from a
cross-road, the POE is at the on-ramp/cross-road junction;
entering a toll road through a systems interchange the POE
will be at the nose of the off-ramp from the freeway";

(iii) by automatic debiting; in future an automatic toll charge
may be collected by automatic debiting if vehicle
identifiers are used; this system will identify the vehicle in
motion and the owner will be invoiced automatically".

"Gratis Section - sections of a toll road that drivers can travel on
without being forced into a situation where toll must be paid;"
"Turn-off to Alternative Route (TTA) - specifically chosen
points which have been signed to indicate directions to the
alternative route;"
"Point of Commitment (POC) - is the point on the road where
drivers finally commit themselves to pay toll; once they go
beyond this point they will encounter a toll plaza;"
"Committed Section - is that section between the POC and the
toll plaza on which all drivers will be obliged to pay toll;"
"Toll Plaza Approach - is the section of road on the final
approach to a toll plaza on a committed or gratis section of road,
approximately 2 km long, and on which the driver will encounter
the road signs for the toll plaza;"
"Toll Plaza Area - comprises the aprons before the toll booths,
the toll booths, the toll administration block and all related parking
areas and access roads";
"Beyond the Toll Plaza - the section of road beyond the toll plaza
which can simply be the continuation of the toll road or ramp or it can
include the nose of an interchange; in the latter case the driver must
make a decision to change direction immediately after paying toll";
"Mainline Plaza - is a plaza which straddles all lanes on the route
and at which toll is paid by all drivers in one of a number of different
ways (a plaza may comprise mainline and ramp components)";
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6.2.2

Notes for Figure 6.1
(1)

This figure illustrates a number of situations which may well
occur in an "Open Section" toll system. The variety shown here
is unlikely to occur within such a short length of toll route, but is
certainly possible.

(2)

Points "F" indicate the start (Point of Entry - POE) and end of a
toll route for which one of the toll operators is responsible.

(3)

Point "A" shows a Turn-off To an Alternative Route (TTA) and a
Point of Commitment (POC) whereas Point "E" involves a TTA
but not a POC.

(4)

All movements on the toll route at Point "B" and all but one of
the entering movements are subject to toll. (The movement
from west to south is not subject to toll.)

(5)

Point "C" shows an interchange with no plazas but entering
traffic travelling south will be subject to toll so it includes two
POCs.

(6)

Point "D" shows a similar interchange with Ramp Plazas. Note
that sections of the toll route may still be free or gratis when the
toll is levied only on the ramps.

(7)

Point "E" shows that Alternative Route re-joining the toll route
with gratis travel available in both directions.

(8)

The term "Beyond the Toll Plaza" is used to refer to sections of
toll route on which, in addition to the "Committed" sections,
travel is paid for at a Toll Plaza. Such sections may also be
gratis sections for traffic using the system for shorter distances.

Fig 6.1
Elements of a Toll Route
TOLL ROUTES
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BASIC PRINCIPLES
6.3

BASIC PRINCIPLES

6.3.1

General

1

The potential complexity of the different elements making up a
toll route system is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

2

Before considering individual signs, it is necessary to determine
what additional information is required to that normally given for
a road of the class subject to a toll charge. When drivers
approach a POE they will see the TOLL ROUTE NAME sign
GL7.2, the purpose of which is to indicate that there is a choice
of either using or not using the toll road to reach their
destination. Ideally drivers should then be provided with
information relating to:
(a) the tariff at each plaza on the toll route;

2

(b) the acceptable methods of payment;
(c) the distances by the toll route and any alternative route;
(d) directional guidance to an alternative route.
3

4

(c) it must directly or indirectly serve the same destinations as
the toll road;

The basic principles used to provide drivers with the necessary
information required are derived from the need to clearly
identify these elements to drivers. It is, however, virtually
always impractical to provide all this information at every
approach to a point of entry (POE), especially in urban areas.
The information to be provided should therefore be rationalised
as follows:
(a) a driver entering a toll route should expect to pay toll at
some point, and in choosing the route, undertakes to do so;
(b) toll routes are most commonly along national roads,
therefore the information given is directed primarily at long
distance travellers (travelling to national or provincial
familiar orientation points involving a trip in the region of
100 km or more - see Volume 1, Chapter 8);

(d) in the interest of public safety short sections of the
alternative route may coincide with the toll road, but the
alternative route must never be signed in such a way that it
only avoids the toll plazas;
(e) when the economic viability of a toll road is considered, the
cost of using the toll road must be compared with the cost
of using alternative routes and it is important to establish
which routes were considered in the economic analysis to
assist in choosing an alternative route.
When signing an alternative route the following must be borne
in mind:
(a) alternative routes are signed for the long distance traveller
on the national route; no direction signs to toll road
alternative routes should be provided on metropolitan or
provincial approach routes to the toll road;
(b) direction signs before the TTA must indicate control
destinations that can be reached via the toll road;
(c) there is an inherent obligation that once having signposted
an alternative route, follow-up signing be provided along
this route to enable drivers to navigate their way to their
destination;
(d) it is undesirable that the environment be cluttered
unnecessarily by road signs; it is therefore
recommended that the alternative route be identified only
up to the point where the familiar destination, which would
have been reached if the driver had stayed on the toll route,
appears on existing direction signs on the alternative route.

(c) direction information shall take priority over toll payment
information in terms of the overall limits applicable to a
driver's ability to digest information.
5

The basic symbols and signs related specifically to toll routes
and their application are discussed in detail in Section 6.4 and
Section 6.5 respectively. Their application is dealt with in
Section 6.6.

6

Because a toll route may be divided into "gratis" and "pay"
sections it becomes necessary for this to be evident from the
basic signs rather than through additional worded messages.

6.3.2
1

Alternative Routes

Requirements for selection of an alternative route are as
follows:
(a) only one alternative route should be chosen and
signposted; the choice of route should be made in
conjunction with the Department of Transport and the road
authority that administers that route;
(b) the alternative route must be of the highest standard
available and it should be a national or provincial road or a
major municipal arterial;
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6.4 TOLL SYMBOLS
6.4.1 General
1

2

3

4

It has been noted in Section 6.3 that the information transfer
aspects of a toll route system can become complex. The
different elements of such a system are illustrated in Figure
6.1. Consistent with one of the primary objectives of the road
traffic sign system, namely to simplify message transfer to
drivers, symbols are widely used on road signs specified for
toll route environments. Since some of these symbols are
unique to toll route signing a specific sign-based education
campaign should be implemented in conjunction with the
commissioning of any new toll route. This requirement is
particularly relevant if the toll route is the first one in the area.
Whilst the majority of messages on toll signs related to
identification of routes and tariffs are given in a symbolic form,
the PAY TOLL regulatory sign R132 is also widely used on
signfaces. Sign R132 is used to indicate a mandatory
requirement to pay toll in the direction associated with the
sign. It should be noted that sign R132 is a regulatory
sign and not a symbol. The use of sign R132 carries an
ultimate obligation for drivers to pay the appropriate
tariff.
It is a basic principle of the development of toll route signing,
therefore, that wherever possible standard types of location,
direction and information signs have been modified for use on
toll routes by the addition of various symbols.

(g) AUTOTOL symbol INS-11 (cars only).
These are summarized in Table 6.1 which also provides a
cross-reference to Volume 1 and Volume 4.
2

In addition PAY TOLL sign R132 is used on toll signs in the
manner of a symbol. The use of sign R132 in this way is
discussed in Subsection 6.4.7.

3

The application of the TOLL ROUTE NAME symbol GLS-2
and the END OF TOLL ROUTE symbol GLS-3 is discussed in
Subsection 6.4.4.

4. The application of the TOLL ROUTE symbol GDS-9, the
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 are discussed in
Subsections 6.4.6 respectively.
5

The TOLL PLAZA AHEAD symbol GDS-22, for use on
overhead direction signs, is discussed in Subsection 6.4.8.
This symbol is incorporated into a variety of arrow types, in
particular arrow clusters. Dimensional details of how the
symbol may be incorporated are given in Chapter 15, Section
15.4.

6

The AUTOTOL symbols INS-27 and INS-28 are discussed in
Subsection 6.4.9.

6.4.3 Toll Tariff Symbols
1

The tariff charged for the use of various sections of toll route
operated by The South African National Roads Agency varies
according to the class of vehicle. Vehicles are classified by
their number of axles and tariffs are indicated according to
groups of classes of vehicle.

(a) on LOCATION signs – symbols in the GLS series;

2

The relationship between toll tariff to be paid and vehicle/axle
class is indicated on TOLL TARIFF BOARD signs IN24 and
IN25. Vehicle class symbols, in the INS series, are illustrated
in Figure 6.2 and accurately represent the axle configuration
of the class of vehicle. The range of vehicle/axle class
symbols, listed with cross-references to Volumes 1 and 4 in
Table 6.1, is as follows:

(c) on INFORMATION signs – symbols in the INS series.

6

(f) AUTOTOL symbol INS-10 (all vehicles);

Ultimately the signing requirements of a toll route are likely to
include the full range of roads signs types (see Volume 1,
Chapter 1 for details of the road traffic signs classification).
From the perspective of the use of symbols on guidance and
information signs, three groups of symbols, each identified as
a numbered series, are used as follows:
(b) on ROUTE MARKER, DIRECTION and FREEWAY
DIRECTION signs (including overhead signs) – symbols
in the GDS series;

5

(e) TOLL PLAZA AHEAD symbol gds-22;

Dimensional details of the way in which the various symbols
should be incorporated into otherwise standard signface
layouts are covered in Volume 4, Chapter 9, “Information
Signs” and Chapter 15, “Toll Direction Signs”.
All symbols unique to toll routes are detailed in Volume 4,
normally on a background grid to facilitate manufacture. The
symbols are covered in the following chapters of Volume 4:
(a) Chapter 4: “Location Signs and Route Marker Signs” – all
GLS symbols;

(a) MOTOR CAR symbol INS-12;
(b) BAKKIE symbol INS-13;
(c) MOTORCYCLE symbol INS-14;
(d) MOTOR CAR plus CARAVAN symbol INS-15;
(e) CARAVAN symbol INS-16;
(f) MINIBUS symbol INS-17;

(b) Chapter 5: “Direction Signs” – all GDS symbols:

(g) BUS symbol INS-18;

(c) Chapter 9: “Information Signs” – all INS symbols.

(h) TRUCK – 2 axle symbol INS-19;

6.4.2 Basic Toll Symbols

(i) TRUCK – 3 axle symbol INS-20;

1

In order to convey toll related messages, specific symbols
have been devised. These are (see Figure 6.2):

(j) TRUCK – 4 axle symbol INS-21;

(a) TOLL ROUTE NAME symbol GLS-2;

(l) TRUCK – 6 axle symbol INS-23;

(b) END OF TOLL ROUTE symbol GLS-3;

(m) TRUCK – 7 axle symbol INS-24;

(c) TOLL ROUTE symbol GLS-3;

(n) TRUCK – 8 axle symbol INS-25;

(d) ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10;
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(k) TRUCK – 5 axle symbol INS-22;

(o) BUS – 3 axle symbol INS-26.
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6.4.2

TABLE 6.1

BASIC TOLL SYMBOLS
Symbol Description

TOLL ROUTE NAME symbol
END OF TOLL ROUTE symbol
TOLL ROUTE symbol
ALTERNATIVE ROUTEsymbol
TOLL PLAZA AHEAD (overhead signing) symbol
AUTOTOL (all vehicles) symbol
AUTOTOL (cars only) symbol
MOTOR CAR symbol
BAKKIE symbol
MOTORCYCLE symbol
MOTOR CAR plus CARAVAN symbol
CARAVAN symbol
MINIBUS symbol
BUS symbol
TRUCK – 2 axle symbol
TRUCK - 3 axle symbol
TRUCK –4 axle symbol
TRUCK - 5 axle symbol
TRUCK - 6 axle symbol
TRUCK - 7 axle symbol
TRUCK - 8 axle symbol
BUS – 3 axle symbol

TOLL ROUTES

Symbol No.

GLS-2
GLS-3
GDS-9
GDS-10
GDS-22
INS-10
INS-11
INS-12
INS-13
INS-14
INS-15
INS-16
INS-17
INS-18
INS-19
INS-20
INS-21
INS-22
INS-23
INS-24
INS-25
INS-26
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TABLE 6.1
Reference Page
Volume 1
Volume 4
4.0.7
4.0.7
4.0.13
4.0.13
4.0.13

4.4.2
4.4.2
5.4.5
5.4.5
5.4.13
9.3.6
9.3.7
9.3.8
9.3.8
9.3.9
9.3.9
9.3.10
9.3.10
9.3.11
9.3.12
9.3.12
9.3.13
9.3.13
9.3.14
9.3.15
9.3.16
9.3.11
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6.4.3

TOLL SYMBOLS
Notes for Figure 6.2

(1) Symbols used on toll route signs fall into one of three
categories, namely:
(a) for LOCATION signs in the GLS series;
(b) for ROUTE MARKER, DIRECTION and FREEWAY
DIRECTION signs (including) overhead signs) in the GDS
series;
(c) for INFORMATION signs in the INS series.
(2) Detail 6.2.1 shows a range of vehicle class symbols used
primarily on TOLL TARIFF BOARD signs IN24 and IN 25. In
terms of current toll tariff policy the primary factor which these
symbols have to illustrate is the number of axles which each
class of vehicle has. From time to time the grouping of vehicles
under the one toll tariff rate may change and not all vehicle
class symbols may be represented on a sign. If one of the
symbols illustrated in Detail 6.2.1 is not displayed the tariff
charged will be that of the nearest class vehicle e.g.
(a) a BAKKIE will be charged a MOTOR CAR tariff, or
(b) a MINIBUS towing a CARAVAN will be charged a MOTOR
CAR plus CARAVAN tariff.
(3) In Detail 6.2.2 symbol GDS-22 represents a toll plaza. The
symbol may be used on overhead signs when a mainline or
ramp plaza straddles a number of lanes. The symbol may be
varied in length to suit the arrow display on the sign but should
only be used for two or more arrows. PAY TOLL sign R132
should be positioned in the centre of symbol GDS-22 (see
Detail 6.2.3).
(4) PAY TOLL sign R132 is used to indicate the legal requirement
for drivers to pay toll, at least once, on a section of toll route.
This indication shall be given at Points of Entry (POE’s – see
Figure 6.1) by the provision of one or more free-standing
examples of sign R132. In addition sign R132 is used
extensively by superimposition upon stack, map or overhead
type arrows to indicate a direction on, or onto, a toll route in
which a toll will have to be paid.

Fig 6.2
Toll Symbols and Sign R132
MAY 2012
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6.4.4 TOLL ROUTE NAME Symbol
1

The TOLL ROUTE NAME symbol GLS-2 is used in conjunction
with the TOLL ROUTE NAME sign GL7.2 (Location – Guidance
– Volume 1, Chapter 4, Subsection 4.6.10), which is a
derivation of ROUTE NAME sign GL7 (see Figure 6.3). Symbol
GLS-2 will commonly appear with either symbol GLS-4 or
symbol GLS-5 which indicate the class status of the route if it is
a freeway. This sign is to be placed at the beginning of the toll
route section. It may also be placed at strategic points along
the length of the toll road, e.g. directly after an interchange
where large volumes of traffic enter the toll road.

2

The GLS-2 symbol comprises a black semi-matt “T” on a yellow
retroreflective background with a black semi-matt border.

3

The END OF TOLL ROUTE symbol GLS-3 is used in
conjunction with the END OF TOLL ROUTE NAME sign GL7.3
which is also a derivation of ROUTE NAME sign GL7 (see
Figure 6.3). Symbol GLS-3 is not used with a freeway class
symbol. This sign is placed at the end of the toll route.

4

The GLS-3 symbol comprises a black semi-matt “T” on a yellow
retroreflective background with a black semi-matt border and
red retroreflective cross.

5

Both of signs GL7.2 and GL7.3 may be supplemented by
information indicating the name of the road authority
responsible for the toll route. This information may be displayed
in a SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11.6 below the main
sign, although it is not necessary to construct the sign in
separate parts (as would be the case with a regulatory or
warning sign used with an IN11 sign). For dimensional details
see Volume 4, Chapter 9, “Information Signs”.

6

For examples of the location of signs GL7.2 and GL7.3 in the
relevant sign sequences see Figure 6.12 (Sub-sequence TS3)
and Figure 6.17 (Sub-sequence TS7).
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TOLL SYMBOLS

Fig 6.3
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Application of Toll Route Name and End of Toll Route
Symbols – GLS-3 and GLS-4
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6.4.6
6.4.5 TOLL ROUTE Symbol
1

The TOLL ROUTE symbol GDS-9 is to be used with the route
number to demarcate the extent of the toll route. As such it
may be incorporated into various standard signs as required,
examples of which are given in Figure 6.4. For dimensional
details of how this should be achieved with a various standard
Direction – Guidance Signs see Volume 4, Chapter 15,
Section 15.2.

2

The GDS-9 symbol comprises a black semi-matt “T” on a
yellow retroreflective background.
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TOLL SYMBOLS

Fig 6.4
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Application of “Toll Route” Symbol – GDS-9
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6.4.6 ALTERNATIVE ROUTE Symbol
1

The ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 is to be used
with the route number of the route which has been
demarcated as the alternative route to the toll route. As such
it may be incorporated into various standard direction signs
as required, some examples of which are given in Figure 6.5.
The GDS-10 symbol is to be displayed to the right of the
number of the alternative route. For dimensional details of
how this should be achieved with various standard Direction –
Guidance signs see Volume 4, Chapter 15, Section 15.2.

2

The GDS-10 symbol comprises a black semi-matt “A” on a
yellow retroreflective background
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Fig 6.5
MAY 2012

Application of “Alternative Route” Symbol – GDS-10
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6.4.10
6.4.7 PAY TOLL Sign R132

6.4.8 TOLL PLAZA AHEAD Symbol

1

The pay toll regulatory sign R132 imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of vehicles shall only proceed on a
public road designated as a toll route if they are able to pay
the toll charge, and that they shall pay the toll charge at the
toll plaza or plazas concerned (see Volume 1, Chapter 2,
Subsection 2.3.10).

1

2

In general, the sign is used in the manner of a symbol in
conjunction with, or is incorporated into, the format of
standard signs as required, examples of which are given in
Figure 6.6.

The symbol GDS-22 is used, where appropriate, on overhead
signing on the approach to a toll plaza which is associated
with an access or systems interchange to indicate the
immediate proximity of the plaza. It may be used on GC6U or
GC7U type signs mounted to the right of a GC4U sign,
although, particularly when a plaza or plazas are associated
with a systems interchange, this symbol may be used on a
number of different signs. The number of arrows used will be
directly related to the number of toll route lanes prior to
reaching the plaza (not the number of plaza lanes).

3

The sign comprises a white retroreflective “T” on a blue
retroreflective background with a white retroreflective border.

2

4

Sign R132 shall be displayed at all points of payment at toll
plazas. The sign may be combined with a stop sign R1 or an
indicator device such as an arrow to make the physical
location of the point of payment clear. A special 150mm
diameter size is permitted to enable sign R132 to be
displayed on individual toll booth windows.

The PAY TOLL sign R132 is to be incorporated into the GDS22 symbol (see Figure 6.2 and 6.6 and Volume 4, Chapter 15
for details).

5

It is recommended that sign R132 be displayed in conjunction
with a speed limit regulatory sign R201 in high visibility
backgrounds, as necessary at appropriate distances from the
toll plaza in order to slow down approaching traffic. The
positioning of these signs will vary according to
circumstances and will be influenced by the location of the toll
plaza in relation to other roadway elements such as
interchanges.

6

In order to indicate the continuance of the toll route and to
bring into force its legal requirement, sign R132 should be
displayed just beyond the exit point at a high speed exit from
a freeway on both sides of a one-way roadway and on the left
side of two-way roads. Sign R132 should similarly be
displayed on the left side of a two-way roadway just beyond
the far left corner of an at-grade junction.

7

The display of sign R132 indicates a point of commitment
(POC) to pay a toll charge, and is the last point at which
drivers may take action if they do not wish to pay a toll
charge. Sign R132 shall be incorporated into the appropriate
arrows on ground-mounted stack-type or map-type advance
direction signs or on overhead advance direction signs to
indicate to drivers that a route ahead, reached either by
travelling straight on or by leaving the route on which they are
travelling, is subject to toll charges. The direction sign
concerned should be located between 400 m and 1200 m in
advance of the exit point on a freeway, or between 240 m and
500 m in advance of the near left corner of the on-ramp at a
crossroad access interchange on a freeway or of an at-grade
junction. The junction indicated on a guidance sign by
regulatory sign R132 is therefore the last junction before a toll
plaza at which a driver may leave the route on which he is
travelling if he does not wish to, or is unable to pay the
required toll.

8

An overhead signs PAY TOLL sign R132 may be linked to an
arrow cluster by incorporation into symbol GDS22 (see Figure
6.2 and 6.6).

TOLL ROUTES

6.4.9 AUTOTOL Symbols
1

The AUTOTOL symbol INS-10 may be used on information
signs to indicate automatic toll facilities at a toll plaza. If
automatic toll facilities are only available to motor cars then
AUTOTOL (cars only) symbol INS-11 should be used (see
Figure 6.2 and Section 6.5.4).

2

To date there has been no need for Autotol symbols for
vehicles other than cars, but this need may occur in future.
Electronic toll collection is not automatic toll (which uses
cash/cards or in/on vehicle automatic debiting devices), but
the lane may be shared by all classes of vehicles – not only
cars.
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Fig 6.6
Application of the Pay Toll Sign R132
On Guidance and High Visibility Signs
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6.5.1

.5

TOLL SIGNS

6.5.1

General

1

Toll related signs may fall into one of several classifications
including regulatory, guidance (location, route marker, direction,
freeway direction) and information. A list of all the basic toll
related signs as well as the cross-references to Volume 1 and
Volume 4 is given in Table 6.2.

2

The regulatory PAY TOLL sign R132 is dealt with in Subsection
6.4.5.

3

The location signs GL7.2 and GL7.3 are dealt with in
Subsection 6.4.2.

4

Specific combination type toll related signs are dealt with in
Subsection 6.5.2.

5

A selection of toll signs which give general information are dealt
with in Subsection 6.5.3 and the more specific toll tariff related
information signs are dealt with in Subsection 6.5.4.

6

Guidance signs modified for specific use in relation to toll
routes are discussed in Subsection 6.5.5.

TABLE 6.2

TOLL SIGNS
Sign Description

TOLL BOOTH STOP
PAY TOLL
TOLL ROUTE NAME
END OF TOLL ROUTE
TOLL/ALTERNATIVE ROUTE DISTANCE
TOLL ROUTE AHEAD
TOLL PLAZA AHEAD
TOLL PLAZA SEQUENCE
TOLL TARIFF BOARD - Standard
TOLL TARIFF BOARD - Reduced
TEXT MESSAGE
AUTOTOL

MAY 2012

Sign No.

TABLE 6.2
Reference Page
Volume 1

Volume 4

R1-RB
R132

2.0.20
2.3.14

2.1.6
2.3.32

GL7.2
GL7.3
GA7A
GA7R

4.6.9
4.6.9
4.14.13
4.14.13

4.2.13
4.2.13
15.2.5
15.2.7

GA7P
GA8P
IN14
IN15

4.14.13
4.14.13
5.2.9
5.2.9

15.2.8
15.2.9
9.2.22(9.2.26/27)
9.2.23(9.2.26/27)

IN26
IN27

5.2.10
5.2.10

9.2.24
9.2.25(9.2.28)
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6.5.2
6.5.2
1

2

Special Toll Booth STOP Sign

A special high visibility STOP sign R1-RB, incorporating the
STOP sign and the information message "Toll gate", is to be
used immediately in front of each toll booth (see Figure 6.7).
This sign is unique in that it comprises a normal R1 sign on a
high visibility "RB" type background. The high visibility
background of this sign is, however, RED and the border is
white.

6.5.3
1

TOLL SIGNS

Information from Toll Route Signs

A number of signs give information about aspects of a toll
route. Although these signs provide various forms of
information, like their similar counterparts on normal routes,
several of them are classified as types of guidance sign
because of their specific applications in terms of sequences of
related signs. Signs which indicate a distance to the toll route or
a toll plaza, or by an alternative route, are classified as versions
of CONFIRMATION sign GA7. A sign which indicates a
sequence of toll plazas with distances to them is classified as a
form of SEQUENCE sign GA8. Specific signs giving
information related to toll routes are as follows:
(a) TOLL AND ALTERNATIVE ROUTE CONFIRMATION sign
GA7A;
(b) TOLL ROUTE AHEAD sign GA7R;
(c) TOLL PLAZA AHEAD sign GA7P;
(d) TOLL PLAZA SEQUENCE sign GA8P;

TOLL ROUTES

(e) CHOOSE CORRECT LANE sign IN26.
Refer to Figure 6.7 for examples of these signs.
2

The TOLL AND ALTERNATIVE ROUTE CONFIRMATION sign
GA7A which indicates the distances along the toll route and
alternative route, is to be placed in advance of the TTA (see
Section 6.6).

3

The TOLL ROUTE AHEAD CONFIRMATION sign GA7R which
indicates that a toll road is ahead, is to be placed in advance of
the toll route approach section that is approximately 3 km
ahead of the POE (see Section 6.6).

4

The TOLL PLAZA AHEAD CONFIRMATION sign GA7P is to
be placed on the final approach to, and approximately 2 km
from the toll plaza.

5

The TOLL PLAZA SEQUENCE sign GA8P provides
information on which toll plazas are to be encountered along
the toll route and the distance to each.

6

A TEXT MESSAGE information sign IN26 displaying the
message "Choose correct lane NOW" is to be used on the
approach to a Mainline/Ramp combination toll plaza when this
type of plaza is located in advance of an interchange. The sign
should be located a minimum of 300 m ahead of the
appropriate direction sign (normally an EXIT DIRECTION sign
GA3 at the start of the plaza apron) or at least this distance
from the off ramp nose.
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Fig 6.7
MAY 2012

6.5.3

Information from Toll Route Signs
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6.5.4
6.5.4
1

TOLL SIGNS
Toll Tariff Information Signs

Payment information is required to cover the following aspects:
(a) How much to pay? - there is to be an indication of how
much shall be paid by each class of vehicle (this is usually
related to the number of axles on the vehicle) - this amount
may be different for Mainline and Ramp Plazas;

6

The toll tariffs shall be repeated at each toll booth on a small
facsimile of sign IN24.

7

If space is limited on crossing road approaches to an
interchange access to a toll route a reduced toll tariff sign IN25
may be specified. This sign IN25 should be mounted below an
appropriate crossroad direction sign as follows:

(b) Where to pay? - traffic may need to be segregated by
class on the approach to a plaza, or by intended route
beyond a plaza, or for Automatic Toll collection;
(c) How to pay? - there is a need to provide information of
payment alternatives, namely, in cash with a requirement to
receive change, by Credit or Debit card, by correct cash in
coins at an Automatic Toll Machine or by automatic vehicle
identification and invoicing;
(d) What is being paid for? - there is a need to provide
drivers with some indication of what they are getting for the
toll charge - this information may be given on a
CONFIRMATION sign GA7A from which the difference in
distance to a familiar destination via the toll route and the
alternative route may be determined - signs may be used to
identify the start and end of the section of a route controlled
by the toll operator (different operators may control
contiguous sections of a route).
2

Only the following type of toll payment related signs are to be
used along a toll route to display the "how much to pay"
message:
(a) TOLL TARIFF sign IN24;
(b) TOLL TARIFF sign (reduced size) IN25;
(c) AUTOTOL TARIFF sign IN27.

3

Tariff boards are required to indicate to drivers of various
different classes of vehicle what toll is required to be paid if the
toll route is travelled. Only tariff board signs IN24 or IN25 are
permitted (see Figure 6.8). A tariff board is to be divided into
four distinct vehicle symbol groups, and three sections, as
shown in Figure 6.8, namely:
(a) Upper section: should display the name of the next mainline
toll plaza;
(b) Middle section: should display the toll tariffs to be paid by
each of the four groups of vehicles;
(c) Lower section: may display the logo of and name "The
South African National Roads Agency" or the name of the
operator of the toll route if the toll route has been privatised.

4

Only the toll charges to be paid at the next mainline toll plaza
should be displayed, even if further tolls are to be paid beyond
this plaza.

5

Where there is a combination of mainline and ramp plazas, and
if there is a difference in the tolls to be paid between ramp and
mainline, the tariff board sign on the freeway i.e. the IN24 sign
on the approach to the toll plaza, shall only indicate the tariffs
for the mainline plaza. Whilst space may make it difficult, an
IN24 tariff board indicating the toll to be paid at the off-ramp toll
plaza, may be displayed to drivers after entry to the off-ramp
(see paragraph 6.5.4.8).

TOLL ROUTES

(a) GB2 sign;
(b) GB3 sign;
(c) GB4 sign (if single panel).
8

Figure 6.8 illustrates two examples of the combination of a GB3
DIRECTION sign and an IN24 or IN25 INFORMATION sign.
This principle may be extended to a TOLL TARIFF sign IN24
provided on the freeway in advance of an off-ramp on which a
ramp plaza is located (with no mainline plaza) so that the
information given on the EXIT DIRECTION sign GA3 is
repeated in a stack above the IN24 sign with a sloping Type 1
STACK-TYPE arrow on the left side of the stack.

9

The "AUTOTOL" symbol is to be displayed above the toll lane
and is to indicate the lanes at the toll plaza where automatic
payments may be made. If "AUTOTOL" is restricted to cars
only, the sign should be displayed on a flexible drape to inhibit
larger vehicles from entering the toll lane (see Figure 6.8).

10 If the automatic toll is applicable to all classes of vehicles, the
symbol "AUTOTOL" IN-27 only is used. If applicable only to
motor cars, the "AUTOTOL" symbol is to be incorporated into
the motor car symbol as INS-28 (see Figure 6.2). The sign
IN27 is to display the conditions applicable to the use of the
automatic payment lane(s) in advance of the plaza. Typical
information, where relevant, to be displayed will be:
(a) exact silver coins;
(b) valid cards;
(c) no change given;
(d) the toll tariff;
(e) cars only;
(f) no heavy vehicles.
11 A typical example of an AUTOTOL sign IN27 is given in Figure
6.8.
12 Where regulatory or prohibition signs related to the vehicle
types are used in conjunction with the autotol signs, care must
be taken to avoid confusion with signs designating specific
lanes for specific classes of vehicle.
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6.5.5

Fig 6.8
Toll Payment Signs
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